
      

TIGER 21 Forms Strategic Partnership with Crown Global 

Insurance Group  

High Net Worth Investor Group will have priority access to Crown’s specialized insurance and annuity services and 

expertise.  

New York, NY, May 2, 2012 – TIGER 21, the premier learning group for high net worth investors, and Crown 

Global Insurance Group, LLC, have formed a strategic partnership to allow Members priority access to 

Crown’s specialized private placement variable life insurance and annuity expertise.  

As part of the partnership, Crown Global Insurance Group’s team will educate and assist TIGER 21 Members in 

maximizing returns on their investment portfolios through the utilization of innovative insurance products and 

strategies.  Additionally, Crown is developing a select group benefit program that will be exclusive to TIGER 21 

Members. 

“We are pleased to be able to offer our Members this special benefit. Crown Global Insurance’s team has an in-

depth understanding of the highly sophisticated private placement insurance space and TIGER 21 Members will 

now be able to utilize Crown’s expertise,” said Jonathan Kempner, President of TIGER 21. “This is just one of 

several new Member benefits that we plan on introducing in the coming months.” 

“The Crown team is staffed with seasoned professionals who are known for their experience, wealth planning 

skills and integrity,” said Perry Lerner, Director of Crown Global Insurance. “In addition, we utilize the world’s 

most trusted asset managers and custodians for our insurance account assets. This permits a client to couple 

the benefit of traditional insurance products with exceptional account and fund managers,” he added. 

TIGER 21, an acronym for The Investment Group for Enhanced Results in the 21st Century, harnesses the 

collective intelligence of the super-affluent, who meet monthly in groups of 10 to 14 people to exchange 

investment ideas and share personal experiences on a broad range of wealth-related issues. Frequent topics 

include wealth preservation, issues of wealth transference, and investment strategies, as well as family 

dynamics influenced by wealth. 

About TIGER 21: 

TIGER 21 (The Investment Group for Enhanced Results in the 21st Century) is North America’s premier peer-to-

peer learning network for high net worth investors. TIGER 21’s nearly 200 Members collectively manage over 

$18 billion in investable assets and have been entrepreneurs, inventors and top executives. TIGER 21 focuses on 

improving investment acumen as well as exploring common issues of wealth preservation, estate planning and 

family dynamics beyond finance.  Founded in 1999, TIGER 21 is headquartered in New York City and has groups 



in New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, Miami, Washington, DC, and Dallas, as well as Canadian 

groups in Vancouver, Toronto, Calgary and Montreal.  More information can be found at www.tiger21.com. 

About Crown Global Insurance Group, LLC: 

Crown Global Insurance Group, LLC is a leading provider of U.S. compliant private placement life insurance and 

annuity expertise to international high net worth investors.  Crown Global Insurance Group, LLC serves its 

clients from offices in Europe and North America. 

http://www.tiger21.com/

